
Mundaring Meander   

                   7th September 2019 

Trip Leader:  Steve Dickens 

Convoy:  Steve and Kerry  (Hilux) 
                 Mike and Clara  (Prado) 
       Sue & Nicole Mortin (Prado) 
                 Maurice Hughes (Toyota 76) - Visitor 

      Andrew and Hertha  (Ranger)   -  Tail End Charlie 
 
Report By:  Steve Dickens 

We met at the Mundaring Hotel , five cars in total which included a visitor --
Maurice Hughes who found us via our webpage and was invited along--, a crisp 
bright morning saw us head off on a trip we have done many times , into the 
Mundaring Forest but this trip was like no other we had done in the past 

 

We started at Firewood Road were we aired down , recent rain was taken into 
consideration so we aired down to about 30 , with Andrew and Hertha as tail 
end Charlie we set off along the gravel until a short way along saw us turn on to 
the track , inclines and declines were made more interesting by washouts , we 
picked our lines well and mastered the challenges , the scenery was impressive 
as we drove through puddles , we were approaching morning teatime so we 
stopped at a siding next to a rocky outcrop with running water and mini 
waterfalls , stepping stones , wildflowers and the running water made it a 
delightful morning tea spot. 



  

  

Onwards and upwards we drove on , through bigger puddles , more washouts , 
inclines and declines , we turned a corner and OOPSY , a relatively new tree 
fall was blocking the track , no chicken track tree and branches everywhere , we 
pondered looking at our president for inspiration , do we go back , do we curtail 
the trip , we all wondered what will we do , the president surveyed the area 
before declaring , “We will make a chicken track” , “Hooray” we cheered quietly 
, now at this point I wish when I was Treasurer, I had brought us a chainsaw , 
but alas it was all hands to the deck, rolled up sleeves as we went about the 
task , after about half an hour we were ready to start moving on.  

      

Some of us were wounded , I had the biggest scratch on my arm , and Andrew 
had a close encounter with a tree like branch which was thrown his way by 
someone we will leave nameless – Won’t we Kerry! Great teamwork by all , our 
visitor was very active also and now other clubs will be able to enjoy the track 
with the chicken track created by the Out and About club (it needed a plaque). 

We crossed firewood road onto another section of the forest , well when I say 
forest , it used to be forest , since our last trip there the forest is no more , 
landscape wiped clean of those large pine trees , I’m not exaggerating by 
saying it was unrecognisable , in fact the only way to see any of the missing 
trees would be to visit IKEA , it was so wiped clean not to mention shade , after 
the initial GASPS from us all well kept moving , 



    

the wash outs were very interesting and we were in decline when we came 
across a very large puddle. 

 

It was so large once through it we returned to it a second time , great fun , but 
read on as to why it was visited a third time , we stopped for lunch overlooking a 
open space 

  

The missing landscape was much discussed at lunch , the weather was lovely 
but sunlight caused me to shut my eyes , and they only opened when I heard 
“Okay, let’s go”, now at this point it was noticed that Sue was missing her front 
number plate so we headed back to the large puddle for a third time , but it was 
not to drive through, but to find Sue’s number plate. We parked up and all car 
occupants stood around the very large and deep looking puddle as we scanned 
for a number plate. I was asked to bring a rake , the president declared we 
need someone to wade in the puddle , my heart pounded as she turned to me , 



she took the rake from my grasp… and handed it to Nicole who had no time to 
protest and was by far the youngest in the group  , “There you go.” said the 
president , you could I’m sure hear a phew from the rest of us , Nicole bravely 
waded in , taking care not to slip , it was deep in places she did very well 
probing the depths with the rake , I said quietly I hope there are no crocs in 
there when suddenly we heard a SNAP! Faint screams were heard and when 
we looked back at Nicole , in her hand was .............my broken rake , she 
apologised as she handed me the broken handle , bless her , she had taken 
one for the team already by wading in , alas we did not find the number plate so 
onwards we went. 

 

  

After airing back up we drove to the Mundaring Weir Hotel , we found a large 
covered area with a large table , we shared some cooling drinks with chats of 
the day , before declaring the trip closed , boy what a trip! 

 
 

           
 
 
 


